PLAYHOUSE THEATRE RULES AND POLICY
Please go over the following rules with your child and sign and return at rehearsal.
No food/gum or drinks of any kind are allowed anywhere in the theatre besides the lobby. Water
bottles will be allowed as long as they have a twist cap lid. No tumblers or cups from home.
Directors are allowed to have drinks in the theatre as needed.
Depending on each director, food may be consumed in the lobby as needed. It is however the
responsibility of the director to make sure trash is taken to the dumpster and new bag put in after
every rehearsal. Tables wiped down and floors swept.
Children under the age of 16 are NOT allowed in the tech booth or costume room alone or to
work in concessions.
Costumes borrowed from the costume closet requires a 25.00 deposit that will be returned when
the costume is returned.
No PDA. No Smoking. No Drinking. No Directing. No Negative Comments. This is for both the
actors and parents.
I understand that the Playhouse is not a jungle gym. I will not crawl over seats, sit double to a
seat, hang from banisters, run around the lobby, sit on any counters or tables, hang from curtains,
go backstage (until instructed to by the directing team), roughhouse with others, or touch any set
or props belonging to other shows. If they are unable to follow the rules parents may be asked to
stay with them during rehearsals and shows.
Closed toe shoes are required on stage. No flip-flops or open toe shoes allowed.
No gossiping, derogatory or foul language will be used by adults or children in the theatre.
Depending on each director, each family is required to volunteer 10 hours to help build set.
Another 5 hours volunteering to gather props, organize costumes, organize the break-a-legs, help
backstage during shows, run lights/sound, run concessions, and open the ticket booth. Everyone
will be required to strike the set. Every parent will be required to complete their mandatory
minimum volunteer hours. If you are unable to complete the volunteer hours, we have a
mandatory 50.00 buy out.
ACTOR'S SIGNATURE: _____________________________________________
PARENT'S SIGNATURE: _____________________________________________
For any questions or concerns …
Trish Gant: Youth Liason/Vice-President
patricia.gant@gmail.com emergencies 832-713-1648

